Abstract. 2014 Anomalies of optical rotation, light depolarization, birefringence and dilatation of crystal quartz under 03C3yy uniaxial stresses confirm the existence of an incommensurate (1 q ) stripe phase, recently expected theoretically and discovered by neutron scattering, between the 03B2 and the INC (3 q) phases. The phase diagram is determined to a better resolution than with neutron diffraction. These anomalies allow us to obtain also the phase diagram of the 1 q phase under 03C3 xx stresses. Both phase diagrams show the presence of the 1 q phase over a small temperature range (a few hundreth K), even at zero stress. As expected from theory, the variation of its temperature interval is found to be larger with 03C3yy stress than with 03C3xx stress and the 1 q ~ 3 q transition appears to be first-order. [2] . Among other stress effects we may mention twinning [3] or detwinning [4] , change of the morphology of the interface between the high and the low-temperature phases [5] and (the latest discovered [8] [6, 7] . In appearance it resembles [10] a fine network of triangular columns (crosssection 100 A) parallel to the Z axis and it is explained [11] by the phenomenological Landau theory as the result of the superposition of 3 modulation waves 120° apart (Fig. 1a) (Fig. 1c-d ). This has been verified recently by neutron scattering but only with u yy stress [8] (Fig. 1c) .
In [6] . It is still more evident in rotatory power variation where it is also accompanied by a small peak of light depolarization [12] .
The same techniques have been used in the present case to determine the stress dependence of these properties.
Apparatus.
The measurements were made on parallelepipeds (7.5 x 7.5 x 30 mm3) of natural colourless and of good optical quality single quartz crystal with polished faces perpendicular to the crystallographic axis. The thermal apparatus has already been briefly described [1, 12] ; it allows measurements of dilatation (AL) with uniaxial compressive stress (by means of lever and weights) to be taken along the 30 mm height of the sample. A resistance thermometry bridge gives a temperature resolution better than 0.006 K. Two laser beams (A = 6 328 Å) are allowed to pass half way up and through the sample by mean of four holes of -1.5 mm diameter. Optical rotation (AR = p. d ; d = 7.5 mm) and light polarization (I.L) are measured along the Z axis using the method previously described [12] Figure 2c-c' shows some aspects of the two anomalies which appear at Til and Ti3 under cryy stress (sometimes one of those anomalies is difficult to distinguish on one of these curves but both curves always allow Ti 1 and T i 3 to be defined. Figure 3c -c' shows that the peaks correspond to the vertical discontinuities, on the birefringence curves (Fig. 3b) . As shown in figure 4a-a' these peaks are particularly useful to determine Ti 1 and Ti 3 at low stress at which the anomalies on the birefringence curves are weak (Fig. 4b) which is known to be due to pinning of the incommensurate modulation by defects [16] . [8] [the stress scale of [8] is corrected to adjust the Tr curves (evident mistake in the stress calibration) and the temperature is adjusted at low stress (thermometers calibration)].
served. However the Ti 1-Ti 3 temperature difference is smaller, and we therefore had greater difficulty to observe it, especially by birefringence and dilatation studies. Figure 6 shows the variation of AR, åI1. , AQp and AL at medium (316 bars) stress (to compare with Fig. 3 note that the temperature scale is expanded by a factor of two). On the birefringence curve it is also possible to note a small inflexion (which disappears at low and high stress) at Ti 3, reminiscent of the similar discontinuity under U YY. In general we find the same temperature hysteresis at Ti 1 and Ti 3 with variable values (~ 0.02 ± 0.02 K) as a function of stress, depending also on the depth of the excursion into the 3 q phase. In figure 7 we plot the stress dependence of Ti 1 and Ti 3 which gives us (following the conclusion from o-yy stresses) the phase diagram of the (1 q ) U xx stress-induced phase. We deduce also in this case the presence of the 1 q phase at zero stress over ã 0.1 K temperature interval. We note that within Figure 8 shows that the range of existence of the 1 q phase is larger (about two at high stress) with oyy than with axx. Both cases exhibit linear variation, except for low stresses where a small deviation is visible. [8] . We also find that the discontinuity increases (with a broadening probably due to stress inhomogeneity) with applied uyy stress. This could explain why it is difficult to observe it at low stress on birefringence curves and was not detected in a preceding paper [6] . On the other hand the depolarization peak becomes very narrow and the shape of the anomalies depends on the exact experimental conditions which could explain why we did not observe it previously [12] . A first-order transition explains the anomalies in light polarization and rotation as being due to the passage of the front phase which induces a gradient stress from volume discontinuity ; -concerning the apparent differences in the shape of the anomalies induced by a-yy or o-xx this could be due to the narrower range of existence of the 1 q phase in the latter case and also probably to the difference in the nature of the 1 q states (in particular the possible existence of domains walls for compressive Qxx stresses separating the 1 q regions (cf. Fig.1d) (Fig.1b) [18] and elastic light scattering [19] ). We are in qualitative agreement with the Landau theory [8] concerning the relative (larger) variation of the temperature existence interval of the 1 q phase under cryy and u xx stress and the order (1st) of the 1 q H 3 q transition. However this theory does not lead to a 1 q phase at zero stress.
